
FLORAL
SUPPORT

Fresh Sends is looking to add members to our imperative �oral support team. In this role you will have the
opportunity everyday to impact people’s lives in a tangible way. This position is ideal for someone with an “above 
and beyond” spirit, a glass half full attitude, and someone who loves working in a fast-paced team environment. 

You will be involved in the entire process of building a Fresh Send. Every team member will have personal agency 
and responsibility to make sure each stem, bouquet and ‘send’ meets our exceptional quality standards. So we 
don’t scare you o�, no prior �oral knowledge or experience needed!!! We are looking for people with a coachable 
spirit and an eagerness to learn. This role requires lots of time on your feet and plenty of moving around (�gure 
less time at the gym!?). This position has the potential to grow with a fast-growing startup company.

Responsibilities:
Participate in the receiving and processing of �oral product 
Strip and clean �owers
Prepare assigned arrangements 
Follow design speci�cations
Anticipate the needs of the assembly line to increase e�ciency
Sort, organize, clean and restock supplies
Participate in other ful�llment duties

We’re looking for someone who:
Has a natural eye for design and composition.
Is a fast learner and picks up quickly on tricks of the trade.
Is detail oriented and (since each �oral stem varies) has a nuanced way of thinking.
Has a high level of communication skills.
Handles high pressure situations with ease. Dissipates stress.
Is a realistic optimist who has a grounded “can do” attitude. 
Has elite work ethic.

At Fresh Sends, we have a fun startup culture always looking for new, creative ways to achieve our mission of 
helping people feel more seen, known and loved through our products. We wake up with a sense of purpose and 
pride everyday knowing that our role in this brand and product has the potential to bring joy, belonging and love 
into people’s lives.

If you align with our values and this role excites you. To apply, it’s simple! Just shoot us your resume
and a quick write-up on why you would be a good �t here at Fresh Sends to jobs@freshsends.com
with the subject line “Floral Support”.

All applications due by 4/15/21.


